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Dear Partner,

It is with great excitement that I’m sharing with you the news of our rebrand from T3Media to
Wazee Digital™. This change comes at an important time in our company’s growth and is a strong
representation of the success of our technology investments.
So why Wazee Digital? As a Denver-based company, we have a vested interest in our technology
community. Denver has seen an explosion of growth over the past years, and there is no end in
sight. Lower Downtown has emerged as the tech hub for innovation, and we wanted to pay tribute
to our roots by acknowledging our hometown heritage. That heartbeat of innovation and
technology advancement is what drives us to be better each day.
Eleven years ago, Wazee Digital was founded by technology innovators who had a vision for the
media and entertainment space. We knew, even then, that the power of digital media could open
doors for our customers in ways they could only imagine. Over the past decade, we have earned
your business and trust by providing secure and reliable solutions and services powered by our
platform, now called Wazee Digital Core (formerly Library Manager). We understand what most
companies don’t: that streamlining today’s complex content management and distribution processes
are essential to success in an ever-fragmented supply chain. We’ve built our business, technology,
and customer success around a belief that by simplifying the digital media supply chain, we empower
our customers to focus on what they do best – create and distribute powerful content.
In the coming weeks you will see and hear more public announcements surrounding our new name,
but as our valued partner it was important to share this with you first. I look forward to celebrating
this evolution in our company’s growth with you in the coming months.

Harris Morris
Chief Executive Officer
Wazee Digital
	
  

Dear Sirs - sexist Dear Ladies and Gentlemen - seems too formal and outdated Dear Colleagues - not all of them are colleagues, some
are external parties Dear (name of committee, etc.) Members - not all of them are members. Do you have any other suggestions?
DEAR's Partner program is designed to help accountants, bookkeepers, and financial advisers gain a better understanding of DEAR and
enable them to provide better service to clients requiring powerful inventory management software. DEAR partners share in the
revenues we generate from their clients, enjoy unlimited free support, and can avail of DEAR product training at discounted rates.
Moreover, our partners can influence DEAR's product design decisions. Need abbreviation of Dear Partner? Short form to Abbreviate
Dear Partner. 1 popular form of Abbreviation for Dear Partner updated in 2021.Â Dear Partner Abbreviation. How to abbreviate Dear
Partner? 1 short forms of Dear Partner. Abbreviation for Dear Partner Compare â€˜Dear Allâ€™ with â€˜Dear Quoransâ€™ for example.
Either would work when addressing all Quora members but the latter form is more cozy. 2.Â As far as ending "yours faithfully"--I can't
imagine any of the senior partners willing to sign a letter under that ending. Their relationships with different individuals on a job
fluctuated tremendously. "Faithfully" suggests an undying loyalty, no matter what differences arise.

